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A recovering alcoholic and veteran of the punk rock and spoken word scenes shares stories of
getting sober, staying sober, and living a better life.Poet, comedian and author Bucky Sinister
shares stories of misfits, freaks, and weirdos who have come to recovery after years of hard
living pushed them to the brink. Coming from various backgrounds, these tattoo artists,
bartenders, musicians, flight attendants and others all needed to answer the all-important
question: What Now?Bucky Sinister knows all too well the power that words contain. Sober
since February 19th, 2002, he’s traveled near and far to share tales from the trenches about the
ups and downs of living sober. Using a mixture of poetic reflection, autobiography and
philosophy, Bucky Sinister goes beyond the 12-step guide, offering a manual to unpacking the
mind and finding clarity.



Praise for Still Standing“Bucky Sinister is a desperately-needed tonic in this quasi-enlightened
age. Sardonic, heartfelt and helpful, Bucky's writing is a lifeline for the non-spiritual.”—Patton
Oswalt, comedian and author of Zombie Spaceship Wasteland“Bucky Sinister has done it again:
a handbook for recovery without all the gobbledygook. A personal repair manual for your psychic
glovebox.”—Dana Gould, comedian“An indispensable guide for sober misfits and those who
love them. Like the best self-help authors, Bucky is insightful about everyday things we should
know but don't. Probably because we were too drunk. Great stories about how to stay out of the
gutter and feel okay about owning more than one towel.”—Beth Lisick, author of Helping Me
Help Myself“Great insight into not simply getting clean and sober, but ‘living’ clean and sober.
Well written, easy to read, gritty and brutally honest, Still Standing is the book to read for anyone
who desires long term sobriety or those who care for someone in recovery. Bucky Sinister hit a
homerun with this one.”—Barb Rogers, author of If I Die Before I Wake: A Memoir of Drinking
and Recovery and 12 Steps That Can Save Your Life: Real-Life Stories from People Who Are
Walking the Walk“[Bucky's]words on the sober game are some of the most honest, insightful
and illuminating. If Soberland was a nation, Bucky's books would be in the bedside drawers in
every motel in the country.”—Alan Black, Scottish playwright and author of Kick the Balls: A
Bruising Season in the Life of a Suburban Soccer Coach and co-author of The Glorious World
CupPraise for Get Up: A 12-Step Guide to Recovery for Misfits, Freaks & Weirdos“[Sinister's]
iconoclastic approach to addiction recovery will make a valuable addition to the growing works
in this field. Highly recommended for university libraries supporting the helping professions and
larger public libraries.”—Library Journal Starred Review“. . . a brilliant piece of literary
performance with poetic and savagely funny insights. The book is a wild mixture of
autobiography, philosophy, social criticism, pop culture and nuttiness: the consummate self-help
book for those too cool for self-help books.”—Publishers Weekly“Our generation, Generation X,
is a generation that doesn't like to be marketed to. We don't like to join groups and we're very
suspicious of trends. In a lot of ways Get Up is a 12-step book for people that remember Kurt
Cobain on the cover of Rolling Stone wearing a t-shirt that says, ‘Corporate Magazines Still
Suck.’ People who think Dolittle is the best album ever made. . .The book's very funny.”—
Stephen Elliott, Huffington Post“Every single person should own Bucky Sinister's 12 step book.
Addict or not. It is an incredibly funny and interesting guide on how to successfully unpack one's
mind when it's overpacked. Simply put, this book should replace every magazine in every plastic
surgeon's office and every bible in every motel.”—Amber Tamblyn, Emmy- and Golden Globe-
nominated actress and poetFirst published in 2011 by Conari Press,An imprint of Red Wheel/
Weiser, LLCWith offices at:500 Third Street, Suite 230San Francisco, CA 94107Copyright ©
2011 by Bucky SinisterAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from



Red Wheel/Weiser, LLC. Reviewers may quote brief passages.Library of Congress Cataloging-
in-Publication Data available upon requestCover design by Chuck SperryText design by
Jonathan FriedmanTypeset in Adobe using Bauhaus 93, Myriad Pro, Adobe Garamond Pro, and
Kozuka Gothic HPrinted in the United States of AmericaTS10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1The paper used in
this publication meets the minimum requirements of the American National Standard for
Information Sciences—Permanence of Paper for Printed Library Materials Z39.48-1992
(R1997).DEDICATIONPeople around town kept telling me Razor was looking for me, that he was
out of San Quentin. That's not the sort of thing most people want to hear. Razor was a close
friend though, a friend both in our poetry lives and our drug lives. We used to get high and the
next thing you know, it was three days later. We had little drug adventures that I vaguely
remembered in montage sequences. We were also comrades in this strange clique of poets that
my life centered around.We were the kind of poets who shot dope in the bathrooms before going
onstage, the kind that smoked crack in the alley and lost our poems, the kind that didn't get
drunk so much as stayed drunk. The academics hated us and no one else liked us. We went to
poetry readings where there was heckling and fights, and brought the chaos with us to other
readings.Hearing about Razor made me nervous. There was no way I could hang out with him
casually with the levels of drugs and alcohol he consumed. But finally, a mutual friend told me he
was clean and sober and looking for meetings. We finally hooked up and went to a meeting
together.Since then, when we talk, it's usually about our ideas on addiction, recovery, and
sobriety, how two idiots like us can manage to live like clean and sober people, when we have
little to no practice. We used to spend hour after hour while high and drunk, telling stories and
laughing. Now, we still spend hours yakking away, only we don't need the drugs or alcohol.It
turns out we were real friends all along. It wasn't the drugs or the scene, it was true friendship. I
don't have many people from that earlier part of my life anymore. It's good to have someone to
count on, a solid man who's always there when I need him.Razor, you're my brother, I love you,
I'm glad I got to keep you. This book's for you.CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONFrom Get Up to Still
StandingCHAPTER 1Getting Sober Versus Living SoberSteps and Anti-StepsWhat Now?The
Fuck-ItsAmy DresnerCHAPTER 2More Habits Than a ConventTen Things Every Recovering
Addict Should HaveDannyboyCHAPTER 3Act Like Nothing's WrongSeven Habits of Highly
Normal PeoplePrescription DrugsAnger Is EnergyJesse MRelapse Versus RealityCHAPTER
4Hitting WallsVoltmeterChasing After Your First RecoveryFinding Your Second Pink CloudDon't
Forget to Enjoy YourselfCHAPTER 5Situational HabitsJeff HEthel PancakeCHAPTER 6As Long
As You Have It All Figured OutHold FastBarnabyCHAPTER 7The Great NotMe: Atheism, Higher
Powers, and PrayerPrayer and AtheistsSRBCHAPTER 8NotMy BusinessTips for the Dreaded
Job InterviewAlexThirteen Things Every Addict Should Stop DoingCHAPTER 9Coffee,
Cigarettes, Porn, Gambling, and FoodThe Addiction ScaleBernadetteMMORPGsCHAPTER
10How Addicts Can Be of Service to NormiesTime to GiveWHO HELPS THE SELF-HELPER?
GLOSSARYACKNOWLEDGMENTSThe last years since Get Up have been full of emotions and
trials. There were some people who loved that book and some who hated it. Thanks to the



wonder of email, everyone tells me exactly what he or she thinks. Some offered suggestions that
were anatomically impossible, even for a yoga instructor. But most asked questions and offered
ideas that inspired this book. So thanks to you, the reader for constructive feedback.There were
a lot of people who aren't addicts or alcoholics but who loved the book and helped me push it on
their own time and trouble: Patton Oswalt, Dana Gould, Adam Spiegelman, Jesse Thorn, and
Stephen Elliott. Thanks so much, guys!Thanks to all those I interviewed for this book, whether
you ended up being included or not. Literally, I couldn't have done it without you.Thanks to the
Lucky Penny crew for all the ideas you don't know you gave me, and for helping me learn the
value of fellowship in sobriety.Thanks to my sponsor, L. for being the soccer coach when I need
it and the drill sergeant when that is called for. I really will call you more often. I
swear.INTRODUCTIONFROM GET UP TO STILL STANDINGThe last book I wrote, Get Up, was
meant to inspire people to give 12-Step recovery another chance, or a first chance, as well as to
encourage them to stick with it when it became difficult. With this book, I want to help people
beyond that phase and into the next phase. Now that you've found a 12-Step group and gotten
your act together, what do you do?Get Up talks about the 12 steps and the misconceptions
people have about how the whole thing works. Still Standing is for people who are already in a
program of some kind and might need a nudge.The obvious first problem addicts and alcoholics
have with 12- Step programs is that they don't join. Showing up for the first time is necessary.
That's the problem I tackled in Get Up.The second problem that addicts and alcoholics face is
that they don't stick with the program. One of two things happens here: they relapse and are out
drinking and using, or they quit going to meetings, what we call white-knuckling it.Relapse
comes in many forms. I'm fascinated with it. I've seen both newcomers and old timers go out.
What makes someone relapse when they have a lot of time in a program? Why isn't the success
rate 100%? Seems like somebody would have figured this out by now. If you look at how much
the world and technology has changed since the advent of the 12-Step process, it's astounding.
Yet we've still not come up with anything better for long-term treatment of addiction.The relapses
that are easy to understand are the ones that come when people are just a few days clean and
sober, before a full detox. The physical pull is so strong. All you have to do to make it go away is
get your fix, have your drink, whatever it is.Then there are the social problems people have that
make them relapse. If drugs and alcohol are in your house, it's going to be hard to stay away. If
your relationships revolve around using, you're going to have trouble. If your lifestyle or your job
puts you in front of drugs and alcohol, whether you're a rock star or a drug dealer, it's going to be
hard on you.The relapses that baffle me and scare me the most are the ones people have after a
long time in a program. They work the steps, they attend meetings, they change their life, yet one
day, they go out.I can't find a surefire formula to explain why a person with a long time goes out.
It's definitely a case by case basis. Sometimes the person can point to an event, and sometimes
it just seems to happen without a reason.After Get Up came out, I received a lot of emails from
people who were going back after being away. Some of them were relapsed, and some were
disheartened with the program of their choice. I got a lot of questions and was asked for advice



on topics I didn't know about. So I, in turn, asked other people.That's how this book came about.
Still Standing covers the rough part of sobriety/recovery: living it. Anyone can get it in a good
facility. Living it will take a strong spiritual and emotional core.CHAPTER 1GETTING SOBER
VERSUS LIVING SOBERAnyone can get sober. If you have the money or the right insurance,
you can go to some really nice detox and rehab facilities. They'll get you sober. They'll clean you
out. You'll probably even enjoy it. One of the only consistent complaints I hear from people in
such programs is about having to get up early every day. People of all types have this problem:
the early rising. Getting sober is not the hard part. Living sober is what's difficult. Getting through
each day, getting through the rough moments, the hard patches, the trying times, that's what's
hard. We hear and say in the meetings to “practice these principles in all our affairs,” but what
does that mean really?Living sober is against instinct. We've learned to live drunk, high, and
wasted. The way you act in a crack house is not the way you act at the DMV. The way you react
to a rude asshole in a bar is not the way you react to a rude asshole at work. What we've learned
in order to protect ourselves, our possessions, and our stash is not helpful to the rest of our lives;
actually, acting in these ways will ruin our lives. I don't think it's the big things in life that are going
to take me out. It's the little things that make me feel like I'm losing my mind. I've been through
deaths and breakups and job losses sober. Love, death, and money trouble are the big three
dramas in our lives. Those things are so obvious to drink over that I never would. It's such an
ordinary excuse.Steps and Anti-StepsWhen the big ones happen, that's when I get super into
the program stuff. I call people. I have special themed meetings with my sponsor. I go to new
meetings. I go to meetings more often. I work the Tenth Step rigorously. I divide all parts of life
into two camps based on the Serenity Prayer. When the big things happen, that's when I'm at my
best program-wise, which is why I don't think I'll ever relapse over one of those.It's like having a
really sharp knife. You never cut yourself with it, because every time you pick it up, you're super
careful with it. You respect the danger of the situation. However, with a dull knife, you cut
tomatoes while holding them in your hand, you peel apples while watching television. That's
when you cut off a finger.Love, death, and money trouble are the big three dramas in our lives.
Those things are so obvious to drink over that I never would. It's such an ordinary excuse.The
tiny traumas are what we should look out for. It's the little things that get in the way of my life.
Things like missing the bus, a coworker sending me a snotty email, or a friend flaking out on me
can put me in a bad mindset. A car splashes gutter water on me. My shoelace comes untied in
the subway station bathroom and drags through the floor, soaking up the pee of strangers from
around the world. The smelly guy sits next to me on the train, then cracks open a can of malt
liquor. Nothing huge in the big picture, but in the moment, those are some fucked up situations.I
can easily slip into the mindset that the world is out to get me. Bad things happen to me and no
one else. I can feel the world plotting against me. People are trying to get over on me. This
mindset can affect how I treat every situation and person I see thereafter. This mindset usually
reasons and thinks like I did when I was on a self-righteously indignant bender. It's the drunk me
that a lot of people refer to as stinkin' thinkin'. Getting stuck in this headspace is what eventually



takes a lot of people out. This is the hard one to shake.We have to do more than stop drinking;
we have to learn how to live sober.This, in and of itself, is not sober behavior. Acting like a drunk
is a good way to start being one again. Take the alcohol out of a drunk asshole and all you have
left is an asshole. We have to do more than stop drinking; we have to learn how to live sober. The
steps help us with this.But sometimes we take steps backwards: anti-steps. We return to our
defects of character, we gain resentments, we exert our will in the wrong situations, we embrace
our insanity, we become unmanageable, and then we go out.We have to do more than just put
down drugs and alcohol. We have to put down the whole lifestyle. It's an interwoven life, and it
doesn't work right without each piece in place.What Now?There's a What Now? phase with
recovery and sobriety. At first, what to do is really simple: go to meetings, work with others, do
the steps. But something happens once life balances out, and the waters become calm. Once
you've worked the steps, you've had a number of commitments, and you've helped other people
through the steps, then what? It's a weird phase in which I've seen a lot of people relapse.We're
creatures of habit. There was some comfort in doing the same things every day or maybe every
hour. It's a routine that we were in love with. Every hour is accounted for. We're busy finding the
means to get our vice, getting it, using it, coming down or recovering from it, and repeating the
process.It's a routine that we were in love with … we're busy finding the means to get our vice,
getting it, using it, coming down or recovering from it, and repeating the process.In this mindset,
the bigger questions of life are all answered. The practicing addict doesn't have to think about
what the purpose of life is, about the worth of the moment, or the long term consequences of his
actions. But take away the immediate answer of drink or use, and the recovering addict is faced
with the existential questions faced by the rest of humanity.What now? What should I do with my
life? Have I wasted my entire life? Is it too late to start over? How am I going to live outside the
biodome world of rehab, meetings, and 12-Step coffee?The Fuck-ItsThe Fuck-Its are what you
have when you feel like giving up everything, especially your sobriety, over something you're
going through. “Fuck it!” is what you will say before you do something really stupid.Recovery is
too hard. Fuck it.Not drinking is boring. Fuck it.The fourth step is unreal. Fuck it.What I've found
with the Fuck-Its, is that they seem to come, not when some horrible event happens, but rather
during a series of tiny ones that add up to a real hassle. It starts with missing the bus, and then
breaking a shoelace, and then getting splashed by a car too close to the curb; then a random
guy flashes you some attitude, and a vending machine eats your money. That's when, over the
buck-fifty I put in the machine and got nothing back, I feel like drinking whiskey and killing people
with an ax.While the big ones (deaths, breakups, and money trouble) have been really hard on
me at times, they are such obvious things to go out over that I don't really consider it. I
immediately take action, go to meetings, and call my sponsor and friends, so I don't really see
those as much of a relapse risk.Those little things in life though, really fuck with my sense of
control. They bring up feelings of “the world is fucking with me” or “there really is a God, and He's
pissed at me for not believing in Him.” These thoughts are a sand trap. I'll get sucked in if I set
foot in it. This is why the Fuck-Its scare me much more than life's big traumas.AMY DRESNERI



met Amy Dresner in the mid-'90s on the spoken word scene. I ran an open mike in town, a
notoriously debaucherous gathering where many people met their drug connections. People
came for the pot or the speed or the heroin and they stayed for the poetry. Every summer, freaks
of all types showed up in San Francisco, and many of them ended up at my event. Amy was one
of those people.Amy came from a good family in Beverly Hills. Most people think that the life she
came from guarantees a good life, but for some of us, the end result is inevitable. Addiction is no
respecter of social status. Amy was no exception.Within a few months, Amy was indulging in
drugs and hanging out with the other addicts. It doesn't take us long to find our kind in the world.
In less than a year, Amy was back in southern California. There were various attempts at quitting
and rehab before she finally gave up quitting on her own and decided on 12-Step recovery.Since
then, Amy has put her life back together. She is married to a good man and has repaired her
family relationships. She's also pursuing her dreams of being a standup comedian.The comedy
world is second only to rock music for its reputation as a narcotic playground. Lenny Bruce,
George Carlin, and Richard Pryor, the three men commonly thought of as the best comedians
ever, all had substance abuse problems. Bruce died directly of his usage, and Richard Pryor did
serious damage to himself while high, including setting himself on fire. The stories of Sam
Kinison's drug use are legendary. Mitch Hedberg died as his career climbed in proportion with
his drug use. Relative to these figures, the alcoholic seems tame by comparison.Headliners of
comedy clubs usually drink for free in the club. They don't always get paid that well, and they're
often in town with little else to do, but the clubs are always serving alcohol. Booze softens the
travel, the jet lag, and the rough nights in little towns. It's one of the few jobs where it's not
unusual to drink during work hours. So how does Amy handle the comedy gig sober? How does
she keep from relapsing while surrounded by free drinks? How about dealing with the
competition, rejection, and personal politics that go along with it?“Comedy is what I wanted to
do my whole life,” Amy told me. From a young age, watching Richard Pryor standup shows on
HBO, Amy wanted to tell stories and make people laugh. But she never tried it until she was
clean and sober.Amy explains, “I was terrified. Also, drug addiction was my full time job. The [12-
Step] program taught me how to show up and not let fear run my life.”She made sure she had a
solid foundation in her sobriety before getting into the clubs.“I didn't do standup at all until I had a
year sober. And I'm totally out to the industry. I tell everyone on stage first thing that this is who I
am. However, most people in the comedy clubs are there not only to laugh but to get fucked up. I
try not to be preachy about it.“Alcoholics have three gears: fuck you, poor me, and where's
mine,” Amy says.This applies directly to the comedy world. Behind the scenes of standup is an
emotional catfight of jealousy, bitterness, and envy. There's a certain amount of entitlement and
self importance that a person has to have just to get up on stage, and the ones who stick with it
are often rife with such personality attributes, so much so that it works against them.Amy
continues, “I'm sensitive, like all alkies. I cry. When I have a bad set, I call other comics. There
are a lot of sober comics.”Amy counts her relationship with her higher power as the foundation of
her career. “Comedy is a gift that's bestowed on me. I say ‘God, be funny through me and I'll get



out of the way.’“When I get the Fuck-Its, I really think about the consequences of using. I'm
married; it would fuck that up. I have epilepsy; I'll have a seizure if I do speed again. I just know
it's not going to work. I think back to the last times I used. It always ends with me in the psych
ward or the hospital. If I still feel like I have the Fuck-Its, I wait it out. I go to a meeting. I share, and
it passes.“I think back to that first year. I don't want to go through that again. It was the hardest
thing I've ever done,” Amy concludes.Most of the successful comics I've met have been really
nice people, but on the way to the top, there are a lot of bad attitudes, personality problems, and
character defects. There are a lot of people who feel they were passed over for some superficial
reason such as looks, age, or ethnicity, and resent the others who made it instead. There's
unhealthy competitiveness that leads to bitterness and jealousy. There's self-pity for not having
the money, time, or physical looks that the comic perceives he needs to make it.I'm not sure
where these comics are picking up the dry drunk behavior, but they have it. Some of them may
have alcoholic parents, but it does remind me of the phrase “seem to have been born this way.”
It's really creepy to watch these guys act like drunks without having a drink. But while there's
plenty of negative behavior around, Amy focuses on the other sober comics and comics with
positive attitudes.CHAPTER 2MORE HABITS THAN A CONVENTI was standing in line with a
fellow 12 Stepper in a supermarket. This homeless guy gets arrested for shoplifting a bottle of
vodka in his pants. Being alkies, we're fixated on the detail that it was Royal Gate vodka, the
cheapest swill they carried in the store. Being alkies with a few years sober, we consider
ourselves armchair psychologists.“Look at that guy,” my friend said to me. “Poor guy's esteem is
so low he doesn't think he deserves to steal anything better.”“Nah, I don't think so,” I countered.
“He's been drinking that swill for so long he has some kind of emotional loyalty to it. He actually
wants that more than anything else.”“Hey, man,” my friend yelled out to the guy being searched
by a security guard. “Out of all the liquor in the store, why did you steal the Royal Gate?”The guy
looks at us like we're nuts. “Because it was on sale.”Okay, that's nothing more than a joke, and
you're free to tell it like it happened to you. But the reality is that we were one of the two addicts:
the one who does whatever's cheapest and most available, or the one who does the same stuff
every time.I loved the consistency of alcohol. It's in the same place during the same hours for the
same price every day. A pint bottle is the same size every time you get one. It's never cut with
something else. There's always more when you run out.I hated when the drugs ran out, trying to
get more. It is fun when it shows up in front of you, when someone you know has an eightball of
coke or a bag of pills or whatever, but trying to find more when that runs out was maddening to
me. It would cost different prices; it would be of varying strength; I couldn't take it. I couldn't even
enjoy the good stuff because I would retroactively resent every time I'd gotten lesser quality stuff
in the past.I loved the consistency of alcohol. It's in the same place during the same hours for the
same price every day. There's always more when you run out.I liked doing the same thing every
day, even when it wasn't fun. It was the same, and there was something comforting about that to
me. After a chaotic childhood, it was nice to feel like I had control of the world, even if that world
was a fifth of whiskey and watching TV.We love the routines of acquiring, using, and recovering.



It answers so many questions in our lives. There are three things to do, and we can do them over
and over.Ten Things Every Recovering Addict Should HaveWe're creatures of habit. Even the
word habit is commonly used in conjunction with drug use. Drug habits. Habitual users. But it's
beyond using. It's habitual living.We have habits that are associated with our drug and alcohol
use. They're not all so easy to see as the habits that are directly related. There are life choices
we make that are made because they help us live the addict's lifestyle. We may think they're not
related, but they are.As I look around my writing space right now, all I see is clutter. This is
something I've tried to overcome several times in sobriety, but I've had better luck quitting
smoking than becoming a tidy and organized person. Mind you, when I was out, this problem
was much worse. But it's still not where it needs to be for a man of forty.I've fixed a few things
along the way, things that didn't seem like much at the time, but once I made the change, I felt
like I had cheated myself for years. So hopefully the clutter problem gets whacked into shape
when I take the plunge and buy some real grownup furniture.After a chaotic childhood, it was
nice to feel like I had control of the world, even if that world was a fifth of whiskey and watching
TV.I have problems with certain habits and undoubtedly you have problems of your own. Here
are habits you should get, habits you should break, and habits of normal people that will amaze
and astound you.Socks and UnderwearThere's some weird thing that happens with addicts and
their undies. It's one thing to not wash your jeans or your jacket; it's another thing to not wash
your socks. We get used to being in utter filth. When you're fixing with puddle water or flat Faygo,
having worn the same underwear for a few days is a nonissue.But it's still gross. Not as gross as
many of the other things that accompany addiction. Not as gross as abscesses. Not as tragic as
meth mouth. Not nearly as unsanitary as the trash cans of vomit around the room or crapping in
a bucket in the corner of the squat.But you're not a junkie anymore. And even though you've
made progress and you're much cleaner than you were, you still have a way to go.I've known
junkies who had trench foot, a foot disease common with the soldiers in the trenches of World
War I. It was known as jungle rot in the Viet Nam War. The medical name for this is immersion
foot. It happens if you never take your boots off for weeks. Prolonged exposure of the feet to
damp, cold conditions can cause it. It can lead to gangrene.When you're fixing with puddle water
or flat Faygo, having worn the same underwear for a few days is a nonissue.Buy some new
socks and underwear and throw all the old ones out. Guys, you probably still have some tighty
whiteys your mom bought you in high school. They have to go.Change begins on the inside, and
right next to your insides is your underpants.We get so strange with our money while using that
our idea of essentials gets all out of whack. I didn't have enough money for socks because that
would supersede my whiskey money. Which leads me to the next thing on the list:More Than
One TowelYou have one towel that's seen better days. You use it and hang it up somewhere,
over the closet door or on a hook, and you let it dry to be used the next day. I hope you're
showering every day. That towel holds its shape. When you take it off the closet door, it keeps
the dent. Your philosophy is that if you're clean when you use it, it's clean all the time.
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pstar726, “Helpful, hopeful recovery book. This book is well written and entertaining with
practical recovery instructions to help addicts in living sober in the present world.”

Courtney Pack, “Five Stars. Great book for someone in recovery from addiction! Would highly
recommend.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Loved this book! I love his doen to earth style!”

Clarissa, “Entertaining. An easy read book with great characters. Most of all people, in recovery
have a story of their own. What makes this so entertaing and interesting is you might find
something that you can relate to. I enjoyed this book very much. And I think you will too. I highly
recommend this book especially to those in Recovery living sober and still standing.”

The book by Bucky Sinister has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 16 people have provided feedback.
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